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Details of Visit:

Author: Bryan
Location 2: Right on the A4
Type of Visit: call
Date and Time of Visit: 27/03/00 12.00
Duration of Visit: 40
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hayley
Website: http://www.selectanescort.com/profile/independent/Hayley.html
Phone: 07926469265
Notes: Formerly known as Lacey

The Premises:

Clean flat, plenty of free parking. Felt very safe.

The Lady:

Shoulder length blonde hair, lightly tanned skin and stunning 40FF tits. Slight tum but basically in
proportion.

The Story:

The robot felt it had to check out the FRs about Hayley so it took me there for an early visit and I'm
glad it did because she is clearly a popular lady.

She is very interested in Punternet and it seems to have the erectile effect on the prices. I opted for
the full deal at 80.

Not a penny wasted. The massage actually very good and the friendly chat made for a nice relaxed
atmosphere. Then the white coat came off (short sexy dance) and she got even more friendly.

She knows exactly what to do and is committed to you having a good time. We progressed through
breast play, breast play, some more breast play and then some breast play:)

Then onto oral, reverse massage, reverse oral and doggie in front of the mirror. Onto the bed and
her on top (well all over, actually. I didn't used to believe in heaven) then a gorgeous tit fuck to
finish.

I didn't feel rushed at any point and she came across as completely genuine and eager to please.

Nice girl. Treat her well.
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Works Mondays from there and Thursdays from somewhere in Slough.
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